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Abstract

Ž . Ž .The interactions of silicalite-1 S-1 , titanium silicalite-1 TS-1 , Ti–Si gel and anatase with H O were investigated by2 2

ESR technique. It was found that different Ti–Oy species could be formed over TS-1 zeolite and Ti–Si gel, which are2

dependent on the local structures of Ti atoms. The decay of Oy species on these samples depicted that Oy species on2 2

framework Ti sites are much more unstable than Oy species on dispersed extra framework Ti sites. The reaction of Oy
2 2

species with phenol confirmed that Oy species on framework Ti sites are highly active. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All2

rights reserved.
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Ž .Recently, titanium silicalite TS has attracted
much attention due to its outstanding catalytic
properties in the oxidation of various organic
compounds using H O as an oxidant. The2 2

reaction mechanisms over TS with H O oxi-2 2

dant have stimulated great research interests,
w xbut they are still under dispute 1–4 . Notari

w x1,5 raised a concerted mechanism, in which
titanium–peroxide complexes are considered as
the active species. However, it could not give a
good explanation for some reactions, such as
the oxidation of alkanes. Other researchers pro-
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posed a free radical mechanism, but this mecha-
w x ynism lacks direct support 1 . Superoxide O2

species over metal oxides and zeolitic systems
usually act as active species in radical reactions
w x w x y6,7 . Geobaldo et al. 9 reported that Ti–O2

species could be formed in titanium silicalite-1
Ž .TS-1 zeolite in the presence of H O . How-2 2

ever, few literature discussed whether superox-
ide Oy species could be also formed on dis-2

persed extra framework Ti, and what the roles
of different Ti–Oy species were in these oxida-2

tion reactions. In this article, we have investi-
Ž .gated the interactions of TS-1, silicalite-1 S-1 ,

Ti–Si gel and anatase with H O by means of2 2

ESR technique, and found that superoxide Oy
2
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species can be formed on both dispersed extra
framework Ti sites and framework Ti sites. The
oxidative abilities of Ti–Oy species are related2

to the local structures of Ti atoms.
TS-1 and S-1 zeolites were synthesized using

w xtetrapropylammonium bromide as a template 8 .
Ti–Si gel was obtained with the same method
as TS-1 but with a short heating time, and was
verified by XRD to have an amorphous struc-
ture. All the samples were calcined at 813 K for
5 h. The ESR experiments were carried out on a
JEOL ES-EDX3 ESR spectrometer at room
temperature. The frequency and power of the
microwave were 9.230 GHz and 1 MW, respec-
tively. Mn2q cation was taken as an external
reference. During the measurements, 0.04-g
fresh samples were first saturated with an aque-

Ž .ous solution of H O 50 mass% . In order to2 2

suppress the effects of polar H O molecules,2

the saturated samples were blotted with filtrat-
ing paper, and then, were diluted with 0.12-g
fresh samples.

The ESR spectra of the samples adsorbed
with H O are shown in Fig. 1. The adsorbed2 2

TS-1 zeolite and Ti–Si gel gave two signals at
g s2.0236, g s2.0100, g s2.0091 andz z y y x x

g s 2.0270, g s 2.0100, g s 2.0091,z z y y x x

which are assigned to superoxide Oy anions.2

Ž 2qFig. 1. ESR spectra of samples adsorbed with H O v Mn2 2
.signal .

On S-1 and anatase adsorbed with H O , these2 2
Žresonances could not be observed the lines in

the spectrum of the anatase originate from the
. Žimpurities . Because the UV–Vis spectra not

.shown in this paper of fresh TS-1 zeolite and
Ti–Si gel have indicated that there is no anatase
phase in the samples and superoxide Oy anions2

are usually stabilized at positive cationic sites
w x1,2,9,10 , it can be concluded that superoxide
Oy species in adsorbed TS-1 and Ti–Si gel2

located on framework Ti sites and dispersed
extra framework Ti sites. The signal at g sz z

2.0236, g s2.0100, and g s2.0091 in Ti–y y x x

Si gel is attributed to Oy species on dispersed2

extra framework Ti sites. The spectrum of ad-
sorbed TS-1 zeolite shows a strong Oy signal2
Ž .g s 2.0270, g s 2.0100, g s 2.0091z z y y x x

with a weak signal associated with Oy species2

on dispersed extra framework Ti sites. Since Ti
atoms are incorporated into the framework of
TS-1 zeolite, the strong signal is soundly as-
signed to Oy species on framework Ti sites and2

the weak one is assigned to Oy species on2

dispersed extra framework Ti sites. The two Oy
2

signals present different g values but thez z

same g and g values. According to thex x y y
Žformula of g sg q2r l, spin–orbit cou-z z e

pling constant of oxygen; D, crystal field stabi-
.lization energy , the magnitude of g compo-z z

nent of Oy species is sensitive to cationic crys-2
w xtal field 2,10,11 . The larger g value fromz z

Oy species on framework Ti reflects that the2

distance between Oy and framework Ti site is2

longer than that between Oy and dispersed2
w xextra framework Ti sites 11 . This means that

the former is more active than the latter.
The decays of Oy species on adsorbed TS-12

zeolite and Ti–Si gel are shown by the ESR
spectra in Fig. 2. On TS-1 adsorbed with H O ,2 2

the intensity of Oy signal on framework Ti2

gradually decreases with time. After 5.5 h, there
is only a weak signal of Oy on dispersed extra2

framework Ti sites. On adsorbed Ti–Si gel, the
intensity of the signal of Oy species on dis-2

persed extra framework Ti decreased slowly to
30% after 20 h. On both TS-1 and Ti–Si gel,
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Fig. 2. ESR spectra of TS-1 and Ti–Si gel adsorbed with H O at2 2
Ž 2qdifferent times and of those heated for 5 min at 333 K v Mn

.signal .

the signal of Oy species on extra framework Ti2

can still be observed even after heating at 313 K
Ž . Žusual reaction temperature for 5 min as shown

. yin Fig. 2 . This indicates that O species on2

dispersed extra framework Ti are much more
stable than those on framework Ti sites. Our

w xreaction results 12 have demonstrated that the
former does not catalyze the decomposition of
H O . Compared with Ti–Si gel, the local2 2

structures of framework Ti atoms in TS-1 zeo-
lite do not easily change. Thus, the repulsion

` ` yoriginated from Ti O Si bonds on O species2

on framework Ti are larger than those on Ti–Si
gel, which makes Oy species away from frame-2

work Ti sites and activate Oy species. The Oy
2 2

species on dispersed extra framework Ti is very
stable and has no oxidative ability due to the
shorter distance between Oy species and Ti2

sites. This is consistent with the g values ofz z

the corresponding Oy signals.2

In order to elucidate the roles of Ti–Oy
2

species, we further investigated the effect of
adsorption of phenol. Fig. 3 shows the corre-
sponding ESR spectra. After phenol in an ace-
tone solution was dropped into TS-1 adsorbed
with H O , the lines from Oy species on2 2 2

framework Ti disappeared and a new intense
signal with gs2.0070 and 2.0036 near g ap-e

Ž 2q .Fig. 3. ESR spectra of TS-1 and Ti–Si gel adsorbed with reactants v Mn signal .
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peared. However, the spectrum of fresh TS-1
adsorbed with phenol only gave a very weak
signal with gs2.0070 and 2.0036. After H O2 2

was added subsequently, the intense signal was
restored again. It is well known that Oy species2

can abstract H atom from hydrocarbon and form
w x w xan organic free radical 6,12 . Gilbert et al. 13

reported that Oy species could get H from2

phenoxyl compound and form a phenoxyl free
radical in the oxidation reaction. Therefore, it is
reasonable to attribute the signal with gs
2.0070 and 2.0036 to the phenoxyl radicals. The
phenoxyl radical signal increased with the de-
crease of Oy on framework Ti, which sug-2

gested that the Oy species are the active species2

and the reaction takes place with the free radical
mechanism. On Ti–Si gel adsorbed with H O2 2

and phenol, no phenoxyl radical signal was
found, which indicated that the Oy on dis-2

persed extra framework Ti has little oxidation
ability.

In conclusion, we found that Oy species can2

be generated on both framework Ti sites and
highly dispersed extra framework Ti sites. The
Oy species on framework Ti sites are active2

species and those on dispersed extra framework

Ti sites show no oxidative ability. The effects of
the structures of zeolite and gel on Ti–Oy

2

species are reflected by the g components ofz z

the Oy signals in ESR spectra. The appearance2

of the phenoxyl radical with the disappearance
of Oy species framework Ti sites provided a2

direct support for the free radical mechanism.
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